1. Download the free app “Turf Hunt” to your smartphone.
2. Turn on the vibrate and location functions on your phone.
3. You must use your data to complete this game (WiFi does not work well outside on campus)
4. Open the app and say Yes to download any updates.
5. A map of the world scattered with grey “balloons” should appear. A blue dot will be located in SW Ontario – this is the “Schulich Quest for Wellness” game!
6. Select “Redeem Invitation”.
7. Enter the code KPYHTD. Select Redeem.
8. Select “Install the Game”.
9. Select “Join Game”.
10. Add your name or pseudonym in “Participate in a Treasure Hunt”, and select OK.
11. A map of Canada with a blue dot in the SW Ontario area will be displayed again.
12. There is no need to wait for others to join the game so select “Start Game Now”.
13. The starting point for the game is the Medical Sciences Building Lobby.
14. The blue dot is your location throughout this game.
15. The location of your next stop is shown on the map as a black balloon with the white question mark. A clue has been included to assist you in finding this location or you may just follow the directional map on your phone. Hint: you may need to zoom out on your phone to find the next location and zoom in as you get closer to the target.
16. **How the game works**: At each location you will be prompted to answer a “Challenge”. This challenge must be completed before the clue to the next location is revealed. Your answer does not have to be correct but, if correct, you will gain “Treasure Coins”. As you approach the next location (your blue dot moves toward the black balloon), your phone will vibrate and this location’s challenge will be displayed. Select “Press for Challenges” – Read and answer the question. Press “Continue”. This next screen will show that the challenge has been completed and will record the number of “Treasure Coins” awarded. Close the “Treasure” page by selecting the “X” on the top left. The clue to your next location will be revealed. Continue on with the game in your “Quest for Wellness”.

Good luck!